Praeses introduces its latest
Shipbuilding Product

OneList
The ONE application every shipbuilder needs
for ship lien management.
OneList provides mobile and web enabled interfaces for real-time
deckplate access to ticket data. Quickly enter, view, and close
internal tickets — where and when you need it most — saving
time and money.

Ticket Management Without OneList
For most shipyards today, ticket tracking is a laborious
and time-intensive process that is typically paper-based.
The Navy TSME database is the standard system currently used for trial card tracking. But with deﬁciencies
such as required physical access and limited access to
shipbuilder data, TSME is not optimal for use as a daily
deckplate tool for ticket management and, more importantly, ticket resolution. Inefﬁcient ticket management
can result in rework, schedule delays, cost overruns, and
a high rate of internal ticket conversion to TSME trial
cards — all resulting in lost time and money.

Ticket Management WITH OneList
OneList allows for improved management of both TSME
tickets and internal tickets, displayed in one common list,
combined with streamlined workﬂow and near real time
access. With support for a variety of mobile platforms and
devices, tickets can be managed anywhere, anytime. All of
the management capabilities of OneList are available in both
disconnected and connected mode.

A Case Study
Proven, Real World Results. Tested and Validated.
On a recent program, when OneList was used, the result was
a 60% reduction in trial cards over the life of the program,
positively impacting delivery. In addition, OneList allowed
for a staggering 98% decrease in Open Items at Sail Away,
resulting in millions of dollars in savings due to the dramatic
decreases in both trial cards and Open Items at Sail Away.

Resolve tickets in hours instead of days, minutes
instead of hours. More importantly, resolve internal
tickets before they are converted into trial cards!

Using OneList during the certiﬁcation process, HULL C
received the highest aviation certiﬁcation obtainable prior to
sea trials. OneList is now being used across all ship programs
at the shipyard.

OneList — The Solution Every
Shipbuilder Needs
Learn more about how OneList can make your ticket
management easier, improve data and workﬂow quality, and
save you money.

Contact us at sales@praesesonelist.com
or call 800.333.8856, and a member of our
Shipbuilding Solutions Group will be happy
to speak with you.
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